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Abstract 

Condition of a spindle of a machine tool affects not only operation of the machine tool itself, but also, above 

all, the quality of the machining. This paper short explains the terminology and describes the our own research 

used to measure the spindle error movements. This article explains the impact of spindle motion inaccuracies 

on the quality of workpieces and describes the current state and directions of development of the presented 

methods. Our own program written for research using a commercial kit also presented. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Many factors have an influence on process of machining with machine tools (axis parallelism, positioning 

repeatability, stiffness, precision of measurement system, regulators settings, and others) and they decide 

about workpiece machining precision and quality. Most of measurement methods used for machine tool 

precision testing already exist and are developed but practical observations suggest that machine tool spindle 

state tests are not routine actions in general. Static test (without or with slow spindle rotation) were good 

enough to determine spindle state of conventional machine tools working and it is obvious that they are not 

sufficient in case of modern CNC machines equipped with electrospindles.  

Range of rotation speeds of contemporary electrospindles is even a few times larger than in conventional 

machine tools. Even in big industrial facilities there is no equipment for dynamic spindle testing. This is probably 

a result of the fact that there are few available toolsets dedicated for this purpose, there is no qualified 

diagnostic staff and cost of equipment and software is in practice a barrier for smaller companies. 

Industrial experience shows that spindles – often unfairly – are blamed for problems during workpiece 

machining. Unfortunately – as described earlier – methods and equipment for spindle error movements tests 

during work are not widely spread and are known to just a small group of specialists [1-18].  

2. WORKING SPINDLE MOTIONS 

We understand spindle as a sleeve or cylinder rotating around one axis. Axis is usually understood as a point 

line depicted in machining or assembly technical drawing. In reality spindle is a set of cooperating external and 

internal surfaces, spherical and other, depending on their design which are manufactured with certain 

tolerances and shape and location deviations. Each of cooperating cylindrical surfaces has its own axis, but 

these axes are not the same, they are not even parallel [19].  

In reality, during spindle rotation temporary axis of rotation moves creating curved line surfaces wrapped on 

cylinder or cone and varries from rotation to rotation. Spindle also makes micromoves in radial and axial 

direction and microrotations around axes perpendicular to main spindle axis. Apart from main axis rotation all 

other movements are undesirable and called error movements. Global error movement is a superposition of 

all radial error spindle movements. Its value is the worst possible case which gives an estimation of machine 
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tool spindle state. Value of global error movement consists of error movements connected to angular spindle 

position repeating with every rotation called error synchronous movement as well as error asynchronous 

movement [20]. 

Differentiation of those movements is important because their sources are different. Synchronous error 

movements are connected with spindle rotation speed (spindle angular position). This means that their value 

is the same every revolution in the same angular position. Asynchronous error movements are not connected 

to spindle angular position. They are typically “blurred” on pole chart and they influence the quality of machined 

surface. Despite their sources may be well defined and repetitious they are not synchronized with rotation 

speed, that is their frequency is not a multiplication of spindle rotation frequency. 

3. SPINDLE ERROR MOTIONS MEASUREMENT SET 

Measurements of spindle motions in machine tool diagnostics described in American standard [21] and on its 

bases ISO standard of group 230 [22]. Standards present a series of definitions and recommendations but do 

not describe detailed research methodology especially a way of data collection and analysis. Commercial offer 

of toolsets dedicated to research of error movements is very poor and sets themselves are rather expensive.  

Undesirable micromoves done by spindle have small values usually a few up to - in worst case scenario – a 

dozen or so micrometers. Reference surface used in machine error movements measurements is a precise 

(roundness error less than 0.03 micrometer) spherical or cylindrical pattern fixed in tested spindle. In the 

simplest case error movements in radial and axial directions may be measured with three linear displacement 

sensors (Figure 1a). 

a)  b)  

Figure 1 Spindle error move measurement set with a) three gauges; b) five gauges 

In special cases [23] when we want to measure error rotations around axes perpendicular to main axis we may 

for instance use two additional gauges places in plane parallel to XY plane (Figure 1b). Other elements of 

measurement chain are power supplies and signal amplifiers, DAQ card and computer with software. 

4. SPINDLE TESTS - EXAMPLES 

During conducted research and development work test measurements of error spindle movements were 

conducted for spindles of machine tools in different technical condition. A commercial set for spindle error 

movements was used in conjunction with commercial software purchased with equipment as well as self-made 

software called ABRWS (Analizator Błędnych Ruchów Wrzecion Szybkoobrotowych - in Polish) .  

For data acquisition, analysis and result calculation, in this paper work with ABRWS system was described. 

Program ABRWS is own made software developed for a few years. Basing on own experiences software 

usage was extremely simplified and measurement process in done automatically. According to authors only 

few minute training is enough to use the software. Program interface was designed to present only relevant 
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information on computer display. Measurement results are displayed on-line on screen and written to file. 

Program starting screen is presented in Figure 2.  

Error movements measurement results for rotating spindle are presented in pole chart showing deviations from 

spindle rotation axis in subsequent angular positions casted to sensitive direction (radial) and analyzed 

similarly as chart of roundness deviation for machined workpieces. Chart (left upper corner in Figure 2) 

presents measurement results collected with 2 sensors X and Y in radial direction. Measurement results in 

static coordinate system are plotted in background with grey. Determination of error radial movements is based 

on values of circle radii presenting ideal and real spindle rotary move. Such chart may be subject of further 

analysis that is to calculate total errors synchronous (correlated with rotation) and asynchronous [20]. 

Software was written on LabView programming language and uses standard drivers of measurement cards. 

In menu option named “Configuration” detected measurement card is selected, input channels for the axes 

sensors are set and (optionally) channel for indexing sensor. In program are included measurements of error 

movements done without precise pattern [25].  

 

Figure 2 View of ABRWS program starting screen 

Bottom chart (Figure 2) automatically generated during measurements at different spindle rotation speeds 

allows to conclude for instance which speeds should be avoided during machining in which range tightened 

further measurements, etc. 

Program includes procedure for sensor setting that help operator to set sensors properly in relation to spherical 

pattern. In opposite to commercial software selection of DAQ card parameters is done automatically in 

background. No knowledge on metrology or signal processing in needed. Program automatically recognizes 

spindle rotation speed and adjusts sampling frequency. Current test results are displayed on screen under 

main menu.  

Information about spindle state and potential problem causes may be states basing on detailed results 

(Figure 3). The software has much greater analysis capabilities (for example FFT) and is still being developed. 

The authors are able to adapt them to the specific needs of the client. For example, you can connect to a 

database and store data while the state of the spindle changes over time. 
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Figure 3 Detailed results screen view (top) for given spindle rotation speed 

Presented below examples are connected with tests of a few milling centers in various technical condition. 

Figure 4 present charts for milling center from 1998 being the property of Institute and working occasionally 

with speeds 3200 rpm (a1). For comparison: test results for machine tool of the same production year bought 

from production facility after some years of intense work (b1). 

  

a1) b1) 

Figure 4 Pole charts a) machine tool working occasionally, b) working intensively 

 for spindle rotation speed 3200 rpm 

Interesting results were obtained measuring error movements of spindle speeder mounted in machine tool 

spindle. Because of cutter diameter limitation fixed in spindle instead of spherical pattern, special cylindrical 
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pattern was prepared and used (Figure 5a). Main device of spindle speeder is planetary gear and – as it was 

easy to predict – synchronous errors dominate with small values of asynchronous errors (Figure 5b). 

 

 

Figure 5 a) Spindle speeder test workstation; b) screen presenting detailed results for revolution spindle 

speeder – speed 32000 rpm. 

Software was tested in industrial measurements. Program is still developed, its capabilities are still widened, 

for instance with tests for grinding spindles where instead of precise pattern sensors measure imprecise 

surface of headstock [23]. Software may make measures taking into account temperature changes and its 

influence on error movements. Option with use of two sphere pattern and 5 sensors was prepared. Program 

authors are sure of properness of used algorithms and methodology of measurements. Authors are prepared 

to adjust program even to non-standard users’ needs. Program reports may be individually adjusted to needs 

of ordering company. Cooperation with database in planned in near future. 

5. SUMMARY 

Tests of spindle error movements as one of diagnostic tests for machine tools are not done as standard. In 

industry only when problems with keeping wanted machining quality appear such tests are wanted. Most 

maintenance engineers understand that it is more beneficial to prevent malfunctions making diagnostic tests 

which later remove results of invalid machine tool work. But not everyone knows that there is quick and simple 

way to diagnose current spindle. There are ready commercial sets dedicated for error movement tests. 

Available research equipment has very highly and well thought out on design and ergonomics. However 

commercial software required a lot of knowledge and experience on metrology, data acquisition and data 

processing. Small number of research centers deals with dynamic spindle tests. Needed specialist knowledge 

and expensive measurement equipment are source of monopoly of a few companies on worlds market. In 

practice until now there was no way to compare test results done with commercial set. Pole charts, generated 

basing on calculations from commercial software, are not proper in opinion of authors of this paper. 

Nevertheless they may be useful for spindle diagnostics. Change of spindle state will be reflected in values 

calculated by program. 

Own software and algorithms used in it fairly more precisely calculate values of spindle error movements. 

Software work totally automatically selecting measurement card setting according to real rotation spindle 

speed. In practice mean educated technical may make measurements on its own. 

It should be however emphasized that tests of spindle error movements are done on unloaded machine tool – 

when there are no cutting forces and torques. Test result does not include for example stiffness of machine 

tool, clearances on slide or axial spindle clearances. 
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